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Introduction

On 8 June 1988, the front page of the Tacoma Morning News Trib-
une carried the headline: "2 + 2 = 5: American Students Get An
'F' in Math, Study Shows." The study described is The Mathematics
Report Card, Ar- We Measuring Up? (Dorsey et al. 1988), one of
the reports from the National Assessment of Educational Progress,
conducted by the Educaional Testing Service and funded by the fed-
eral government.

The study examined the mathematics performance of 9-, 13-, and
17-year-olds in 1972-73, 1977-78, 1981-82, and 1985-86. The
achievement results reported were disheartening. Nearly half of
17-year-olds do not have skills beyond basic computation with whole
n umbers. Only about 6% can solve multi-step or algebra problems.
Among black and Hispanic studerts the percentages for multi-step
and algebra problems were just be:ow and just above 1% respective-
ly. Among 13-year-oldr 27% could not perform arithmetic problems
normally taught in the elementary school. All of the students tested
had studied most of the content of the test, out they no longer had
command of the skills. The skills either had never been mastered or
had been forgotten.

Why are American students doing so poorly in mathematics? Sim-
ply stated, too many never experience arithmetic at a physical, con-
crcte level They are drilled in arithmetic facts without any meaningful
context. They are given few opportunities to use nt.merical concepts
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in real-life applications. And when they encounter higher-level
mathematics, they soon dist:over that it requires more than simple
memorization of number facts. As a result, many drop out of
mathematics in high school as soon as they can.

Su much for the bad news. The good news is that there are methods
f Ain mathematics successfully,, which have been verified by
rcseart.h rar.ging from Piaget's stages of cognitive development
(Copeland 1984) to Gagne's work on learn:ng and transfer (Gagne
1970, 1974). These methods will be described in this fastbal in the
form of a DeLalugue or ten _ommandments for suLLessful n lthemat

it.s teaching. These Lommandments hold for ev ery grade lev el int..lud-

ing postseLondal, mathematiLs. The reader ho wants to learn more
about these methods than Lan be Lovered ir. the brief space of this
fastback ahould consult the references in the bibLography.

By using thest. ten Lummandments of suLLessful mathc.matiLs teat..h

ing, along w ith a good dose of emotional support, teaLhers ith the
aid of parents) Lan help almost ...11 students to suLLeed, even at Lollegc

level mathematics. Can we afford to do less?
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I. Thou Shalt Use Manipulatives and Visuals

One of the best ways for young children to learn bask number eon-
cepts (and other concepts as well) is by manipulating objects nut
on paper, not on a computer semen, but physkally by touching,
picking up, throwing, hitting, mov ing, drooping, eombining, and
stacking The best objeets are simple materials. blocks of different
shapes and sizes, tongue depressors rods of different lengths, sim-
ple plastic squares, rectangles, circh s, and triangles. For young ehil-
dren, simply playing with these objects is valuable ior coneept
development. According to Parham (1983), elementary youngsters
with significant experienee ih using manipulativ es seured at the 85th
percrntile on standardized mathematks tests. As mathematies beeomes
more complex and abstraet, teachers must eontinue to use manipula-
fives and Id isuals to help students master eoneepts. By this stage (eon-
Crete operational), manipulativ es L' _ the form of physkal models,
supplemented by diagrams, graphs, pietures, slides, and films.

Fxamples of manipulativ es for elementary mathemaaes abound. Foi

youtger children, the mathematical sentence 3 + 2 = N ean be
represented by letting the child put a pile of throe ol.,eets together
with a pile of two objects and then count the resulting pile.

For children who are learning to add fractions, apples ur ehoeulate
chip cookies can be cut into equal sections, whieh they separate and

9



then put back together before eat:ag them. The children can then Liove

on to a slightly more abstract activity 5y drawing fr.ctiors of ,pples
or cookies on paper, thus seeing 1. ,w the parts add up to a whole
Then a worksheet t..an be assigned requiring the students to put coin
Linations f fractions of appks or cookies together to make different
fractional vaiues. Of course, less me.,sy materials, such as cardboard
circles oi paper plates, can be used to teach the same concepts, but
the chance to "eat" ones lesson is an attention getting dev ice that con

tributes to more concrete and better learning.
At the secondary level, teachers can devise creative uses of

manipulatives. For example, in algebra, a second order expression
like + 5X + 6 is more easily understood when students can
manipulate paper, wood, or plastic squares and rectangles of the
dimensions X by X, X by one, and one by one, as illustrated below .

one five
(X by X) (X by one)

X2

six
(one by one)

1 1
.11111

Similarly thcsc shapes can be manipulated tu show multir lication
of polynomials. For example, (X + 3) (X + 2) can be represei tted as.

0
10



(X 2)

(X + 3) ---.)-

X2 X X X

x

The area is composed of one strtate of arca X', five redangles of
area X, and six squares of area one. Thus (X + 3) (X + 2) = X2
+ 5X + 6. Tlyse manipulati.es are also useful for students learn
ing to ftior quadratic expressions.
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IL Thou Shalt Use
Cooperative-Learning Models

When children are using manipulativcs, they need to verbalize, what
they are dok in order to eonnect appropriate words and symbols
v. ith what they arz manipulating. Must Jame. are too large for stu-
dents to verbalize one on one with the teaeher. The solution is for
students to work on their assignments in coupes alive le.rning groups
ef two to six.

In classrooms using eooperative learning groups, students du nut
si. quietly and listen to Cie teacher's instructions and then do their
work independently (see fastback 299 Couperante li ming by Eileen
Veronica Hi Ike). 1.-other, they work in small groups on a common
task that draw.. each group member's strengths. Teaehers must pro-
% ide instruction ind practiee in the suciol skills needed for effeetive
group cooperation and prov ide time foi students to evaluate how well
they are using these skills. Further. teaehers must di %clop assign-
ments that require eaeh member of the group to work euoperatively
with others.

Teachers in cooperative learning elassrooms spend less time lec-
turing and in direct instn.ction. Instead, they aet as facilitators,
observing group processes. Jnd sometimes becoming a temporary
member of a group that is experiencing problems. As a temporary
group member, the teacher can model appropriate small-group be-
havior, ask probing .luesticris to get the group back on task, or give
direction to group members who are not participating. When groups



are functioning smoothly and independently, , time is ailable for in-
dividual student-teacher conferences.

One way of using Looperative-learaing groups in the mathematiLs
dass is to assign half of a problem set from the text fur groups to Aurk

on and rei.eise a group grade and assign the other half as homework
for indnidual grades. In Lot txrative learning, the group assumes the
responsibility of ensunng that cad' member understands the math prob-

lem solutions before turning in the group assignment. To reinfon.e
,umprehension, the te..i.her might selea Indy, iduals to work some uf
the group pioblems on the chalkboard near thL. end of the period.

Another way of using Looperatise-learning groups is w ith disLos
cry lessons, v.here students work tugether with marupulatiNi.s to dis
Loser number relationships or to .,olse story problems. For example,
a second-grade teaLher might write story problem un the i..halkboard

sudi as, "In the two second-grade Llasses in this si.hool, there are
27 boy s and 29 girls. How many boys and girls are there in the sec
und grade?" The teaLher organizes the Lhildren into groups of three
tu fise, gis es eadi group tongue depressors and rubber bands (to make
groupings uf 10), and directs eadi group to find the answer to the
problem. The groups would be expected to find a solution with the
manipulatis es, draw a pii..ture of their solution, and try to write it
in mbols. Then the teaLher would ask the groups to share the ways
they pictured and rute their answers using symbols. After the groups
share their solutions, the teaLher Lould summarize by showing them
the standard way of v ming the algorithm for two-iligit addition w ith
regrouping. Then seseral similar story problems would be w orked
through and shared before working on indis idual assignments.

Students then w ould work on indiv idual assignments that ini.orpuratc

prai.tii.e of their newly learned skill. t'or extended praLni.e, students
might make BINGO like boards in whia the the squares Lontain the
answ ers to two digit addition problems. The teaLher presents two-
digit addition problems (requiring regrouping), w hILh he students
haw to sok e in order to find the answers on their BINGO boards.

-4. 0
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Cooperative-learning methods have considerable support from re-
search. In a meta-analysis of 122 studies on cooperative learning, Jo Im

son, Johnson, Holubec, and Roy conclude:

Cooperative learning experiences tend to promote higher achieve-
ment than do competitive and individuiiistic learning experiences.
These results hold for all age level., for all subject areas, and for tasks

involving concept attainment, verbal problem soh ing...ategorizatior ,

spatial problem solving, retemion Ind memory,, motor performance,
and guessing juking-predictim,. For rote-decodini, and correcting
tasks, cooperat:Jn ttems to be equally as effectiv a as competitive and

individualistic learning procedures. (1984, p. 15)

14



III. Thou Shalt Become a Skilled Diagnostician

Mathematics is a hierarchical subject. Basic concepts must be
mastered before mov ing on to the next le% el. Mathematics teachers

bL. able to diagnose students' intellectual development as they
prepare lessons and other mathematics activities. For example, kin
dergarten cluldren have little or nu capacity for ,,aderstanding place
value. Therefore, having them learn to count beyond 10 is litL1.: more

than a meaningless exercise in memorization. Untii children ha.,!
matured enough to understand place value, there is little sense in giv ing

them addition or J u bt taLt ion problems inv olv ing tvto digit numbers.

Failure to diagnose dev elopmental levels Lan result in learner frus
tration, with children coming to think of tL es as failures. In
addition, children may begin to belie-v._ learning is only
memorizing.

Another facet of diagnosis is determining whether J tudentb have
thc prerequisite knowledge for comprehending newly introduced ma
terial. For exampie, fstu.nts do not understand the physical model
of multiplication as the area of a rectangle, they Will not be able to
sohe story problems that inv e multiplication of polynomials in al

gebra. Similarly, if students do not comprehend the concept of corn
mon factors, they will have great difficulty adding or subtractiag
fraLtions. At the beginning of a new unit, as well as during the unit,
tzachers need to J..lermine w:-...1ther each btu -nt has the prerequisite

concepts i'or understanding the rte., material. Such diagnoses need
not be penul-add-paper tests. MuLh Lan be learned simply by observ

ing wnat type of problems arc causing frustration fur a partkular Lhild.



With young children especially, , a one-on-one conferel.ce Lan yield
better diagnostic information, beeause they t..an talk through their prob-

lem el, !II if they don't know how to show it on paper.
Effeetive diagnosis can help in sttning up temporary groepings of

students. This is illustraled by a fourth-grarle teiv_lier who discovered
after administering a diagnostic test at the beginning of tin- ear o.".
about half of her students km less than 80% of the muitiplieation
facts for the multiples of 1 through 5 ',small faets). The other half
had mastered thc small (80% or better) but still Lim less than
80% of the multipheatioi. _acts for the multiples of 6 through 9 kluge
faets). This teaeher dev duped 15 lessons using manipulatives to teaeh

the Jrnall facts to the first group and 15 lessons also using manipula
tic es to teaeh the 6 through 9 multiples plus zero (large facts) tu the
seeond group. After abt ut two months the teaeher eundueted another
diagnosis aid disc ere,' that students who had studied the small -aets
were ready to study thc large facts and the role of zero, while most
uf the ether group were re.dy to study multiplieation of two- or hhree-
digit numbers by a one-digit multiplier. Several months later, diagi ems

determined that all stadents were prepared to work on mult4)1, ing
a two- ur three-digit number by either a one-digit number or a tw o-
ur three-digit number. Systematie diagnosis by this teaeher allowed
her to group students in ways that made it possible for all students
to succeed, albeit at different times.

Condueting taagnostie procedures and preparing lessons fur different
groups does take time. This ean be a souree of frustration to thc teaeht.:

who feels she must euver the textbook in a year, nu matter whit. But
there is little sense in euvering thc textbook if students arc not learn-
ing the sequential euneepts that JUlA.ess in mathematics requires.

Without diagnosis many students will be fureed to sit through instrue

lion that they du not ur 4...nnot understand. Many other students, w hu
have mastered thc materia: lung before, arc now bored and ..nchal
lenged. Fur both of these groups of Audents, who often make up more
than half the elass, these hours uf class time are hours of wasted

b
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IV. Thou Shalt Develop Unit Plans that
Provide for Conceptual Understanding and for

Sufficient Practice to Establish Mastery

Teachurs need to dev elop their own unit plans (or perhaps by col
laburating with colleagues) that are consistent ith students develop

mental levels and with the hierarchical nature of mathematius. Each
unit should be: designed to tzach a few closely related concepts and
mathematical rules. Daily lesson plans should be designed to dzvelop
a thorough uiluerstanding of theue concepts and rules with examples,
nun-examples, general Lases, specific cases, and unusual c&es. Then
applications of these concept: u) daily life should he die focus of class

room discussion.
Units fur young ehildren will focus on simple concepts, like matuh-

ing two sets of objects in one to one correspondence tt develop the
concept of numbers. A more eomplex concer ., like frae tions, can he
presented by manipuluting slices of a cardboard pie or an apple or
cookie. As studunts develop an understanding of mathematical Lon
Lepts by using concrete examples, they are buuding a fuundatior ir
1 veal thotq.ht, which is neeessary for Lamp.ehending many concept

in algebra and geometry.
Textbooks often do not prov ide sufficient examples for conccpual

unuerstanding. Therer)re, reacheis must supplement texts ith a v a

riety of activities usi4, manipulative objeos, v isual aids, and student
discussion. Concept developmeat occurs best in small group activ ity
where students Lan interact with others and v erbalize ix' at they have

-* I

-4. 1
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Lome to understand. Understanding must come 1. _fore practice. Prac-
tice without understanding is meaningless activity.

Practice can be a class activity,, a small-group activity, or an in-
div idual activity.. In the optimal classroom, there w ill be all three types

of practice. Textbook problem sets are one soure of practice activi-
ties, but the :,:. need w be supplemented with mathematical games,
,omputer pm:Ike problems, student iseated story problems that use
real-life applkations of the conctpts being studiei, and unusual prob-
lems that push students to disLov er new mathemattL.al relationships
based on the concept under stud; (Kissane 1988). For mastery to oc-
cur, students must engage in th- kind of practice that causes them
to think about and use the L.oncepts in way.. liat are interesting, life
like, and coallenging.

1 0
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V. Thou Shalt Teach Problem Solving

Students must relate the mathematics ilicy learn in school to their
experiences outside of school. Unfortunately, , the mathematics cur
riculum in many schools pros ides few opportunities for students to
apply their mathematics learning to real-life problems. Story prob
lems found in textbooks typically are presented directly after the
explanation of the s ery techniques used to solse them and contain
only as much information as is needed to solse them (often the an
swer is in the back of the book).

Real problems are rarely so cons eniently presented. So !sing a real

problem invoh es much more than simply ,..rranging a group of
numbers as an algorithm and making a computation. Real problem
sok ing requires such skills as assessing the situation, defining the
-.ompunents Jf the problem, inLrpreting the problem in mathemati
cal terms, isolating the useful and disregarding the irrelesant infor

solsing the mathematica: portion of the problem (often
requiring several different operati...-is), and apply ing the mathemati
cal solution to the problem. The pro6:em-sols ing process may involve
trial applications, a search for additional information, and use of seser
al different mathematical operations and may has e more than une solu

non. Or the problem may be unsols able. students must be gis en more

opportunities to learn haw to work with such problems.
Teaching students prob!cm sols lag requires the use of real prob-

lem situations. The situations might be those encountered in adult life.

I
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For example, "HoL., many yards of fabric w ill it take te make three
sundresses?" or "How much will it cost tu build an 8' x 10' redwood
deck me feet above level ground?" Also, the problems do not al-
ways have to be sclvable by methods known by the students. Stu-
dents can appreciate the v alue of mathematies when they are faeed
wah a problem that requires more mathematies than they eurrently
have. Know mg when to ask fur help also is part of the problem-sok ing

process.

"Wait!" many teaehers are thinking, "My students hate w Gni prob-

lems and don't have the patienee ev en to solve tae simple ones :a the
textbook. How ean I expect them to take un eumplex problem-sok ing
aetiv ities?" This response may be true for students working indiv idu-

, but 1.1 euoperative-learning groups, students Lan brainstorm
different approaehes tu sok ... the problem, share information, as-
sign different intliv iduals spe-Ifie data eolleetion tasks, v,orrect eaeh
others' mistakes, and generally work together to develop a plan for
olv mg the p-oblem. By working together, students learn frum eaeh

uther. Less eapable students learn how to solve vioblems by work-
ing ith other student.. They often Lan supply praetleal informatioa
that eontributes as mueh ur mure tu the problem-solv ing proeess as
the brighter students v,ontribute. As a result they gain eunfidenee in
their ability to do mathematics.

Another problem solving aetivity that is negleeted in elassruorns
is sn.dents writing their o n story problems. The aet uf riling story

problems prov ides a way for students to make real appheations of
their mathematieal learning. In ereating story problems, students ire
learning to u.,e general solution methods, whieh they ean then apply
tu simildr eategories uf problems in real life situations. Students also
beeurne more adept at solv ing story problems when they ehallenge
each other to solve problems they themselves have ereated.

Problem-solving Lan begin in the primary grades with the use of
mampulativ es and v isuals. sing manipulativ es and N isuals helps ail

dren to mak.; eonneetions between objeets and w ords and mathemat

c,
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ical symbols. They help them to make sense of mathematical sen-

teaces that describe a problem. After using manipulatives to show

a mathematical operation (like putting two scts of blocks together to

torm one set of blocks), then the teacher can write this manipulative

experience as a story problem. (If John puts a set of four blocks to-

gether with a set of three blocks, how many blocks are in the single

resulting set?) Then the teacher can use mathematical symbols to show

the computation needed to solve the problem (4 blocks + 3 blocks

= 7 blocks).
These processes can be altered by giving children a set of mathe-

matical sentences, which they then develop into story problems with

the mampulatives and visuals they have been using. Or children can

be gwen story problems, which they then develop ir.. _ ianipulative

and visual displays and the accompanying mathematical sentences

In exercises like these, children are learning how to approach prob-

lems in different way; At the simplest level, this might mean draw-

ing a picture or making a model with manipulatives to represent the

problem. As problems become more complex, students can be

introduced to graphing, constructing tables, estimating answers, iden-

tifying mathematical patterns, and generating hypotheses as ways of

approaching problems. Students will have their preferences for dif-

ferent ways of approaching problems; some will come up with their

own highly original approaches, which they should be encouraged

to share. By practicing problem solving, students will become confi-

dent in using skills skills that will serve them for the rest of their

lives.
The first five commandments of our Decalogue cover fundamental

components of effective teaching in mathematics (and in other sub-

jects as well). The remaining five commandments will explore more

fully the intv-relationships among the different branches of mathemat-

ics and the real world. These are the links that make mathematics

valuable for all people in their everyday lives.

21



VI. Thou Shalt Teach Algebra
and Geometry to All Students

With the adent of computers anl other forms of technology,, bust

ness and industry are demanding higher mathematics competency from

emplo:.:es. Li order to meet this demand for higher mathematics
achieNement, schools must restructure then matheinatics curricula so

that by graduation almost all students will hae mastered algebra ,tnd

Jmetry, the gateway courses to higher-lc vel mathematics.

The first step toward this goal is to introduce algebraic and geo-
metric concepts in the e'ementay school by using manipulatiNe and

isual experiences J imiitr tu those used to teach basic arithrnetic con-

cepts. The linking of algebra and geometry with arithmetic helps to

build a rnj.e complete model of mathematics that includes basic corn

putation (addition, subtraction, multiplkation, and dr, ision), abstract
concepts like the axioms of addition and multiplkation, which are
the bases of algebra, and abstract geometric concepts like similarity,,
parallelism, and formal mathematical proofs.

Perhaps one of the most important changes needed is for elemen-

tary students to learn bask operations in terms of horizontal mathe

matical sentences, like 5 + N = 10, instead of the traditional
algorithms in the form of a column of nun.bers. Horizontal rr the
matical sentences are used in oery mathematical and scientific dis

cipline as well as on computet spreadsheets and in programming. In

the same way that a succession of English sentenceN is used to de-

elop an idea, mathemat:cs sentences are placed togethe to build more

t..,
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vurnplex mathematival statements. As students come to understand
mathematical sentence structures, they !earn they can use them to com

munkate mathematival statements. In learning to read mathematical
sentenves horizontally, , students are doing mathematics in a form that

approaches the t. ructurc ,:f word or story problems, vv ith which stu
dents often have difficulty. . And by using horizontal mathematical sen

tenves, students are une step vloser tu the ty pes uf problems they w ill

be working with in algebra and geometry.
For example, consider the problem 15 + N = 36 and the follow

ing number sentence solution pattern:

1. What kind of number sentence is 15 + N = 36?
(It is an addition sentence.)

2. What is missing in the number sentence?
(One of the addends is missing.)

3. How do you find the missing part?
(A missing addend is found by subtracting.)

4. Find the missing part.
(36 15 = N, N = 21)

5. Check to make sure.
(15 + 21 = 36)

Note how the pattern above using an arithmetic, solution i- similar

to the pattern for an algebraic solution, as follows:

13 + N = 36 Axiom: If you subtract equal amounts from
15 15 equal amounts, the remainders are equal.

N = 21 Solution.

15 + 21 = 36 Check.

The use of algebraic, axioms :.s tuu c,omplex fur most younger ail ken

tu understand, but they c,an understand how tu work nun ber sentenvv.,

tu arnve at arithmetic- s, 4utions. And the similarity betweca the solution

ut anthmenv sentenves and algebraic, problems is vluse enough that stu

dents will feel vonfident when they begin the formal study of algebra.

1... 0
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To incorporate geometry into the c.....mentlry mathematics zurricu
lum, teachers need to use manipulatives plastic, wood, ci cardboard
representalions of two and three-dimensional geometric figures like
squares, .ectangles, triangles, parallelograms, trapezoids, circles,
sphe: es, cubes, py ramids, and dice wit'i different numbers of sides.
Let students put these shapes together tu form new shapes, flip them
aver. draw them f;om different angles, look for similarities, and place
theo. in sets according to similar characteristics. By manipulating,
observing, and comparing the shapes, students will begin to under
stand such concepts as planes, points, lines, angles, congruency,, and
paralklism. At the elementary level, students should nut be learning
furinal geometry proofs, but they can become familiar with the (..ou
epts that serve as thc basis fur more abstract karning at a Liter time.
Ev en in secondary mathematics courses, teachers should continue

to make extensive um.. of rnampuktives to build i.unceptual under
Jtanding before mu% ing un to abstract alchraic axioms and pustu
lates and geometric proofs. This is a departure from traditional
methods of teaching algebra and geometry,, which present axioms and
pustulates at the beginning of the course and give studenb examples
of methods of solution or proof, after which they arc expected to ap
ply them to problem scts that are nearly identical to the sample prub
krns. Unfortumely, what t)pically happens is that students memorize
the methods of saution or ouf without really understanding the ab
stract a. 3 and postulates.

One example of using rmtnipulati es in algebra IS the use of an old
fashioned balance scale to demonstrate the need it, perform opera
ticns on both sides of an equation in order to solve the equation.

c work in geometry with secondary students allows them
to bi-gin making hypotheses about geometric "truths" that they can
practice "pro% ing." Manipulativ es give students concrete examples
of how mathematics works. In this manner, students in a eoncep
tual base for understanding more complex and abstract mathematical
processes.
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VII. Thou Shalt U Computers and Calculators

Mkrucornputers have bet-0= a powerful .tiathematit.al tool for
demcntary and seundary students. They ..an be use,' to personalize
instruulun and to 4-offer t.unt.eptually ru.her instmtion. One Jf the
saa.essful applktun of ...imputers in the mathernati,v classroom
AS for drill and pratie to supplement assignments fruit, the textbook,
whiv.h often do not provkie uffkienL prauk.e exer,ises to establish
mastely. Computers also have the ..apability of inlniding fecdbak
in the form of hints or dues and of reteaching or baling up to an
easier level when a student enuunters fflu1ty. For students who
are ahead )f the rest uf thc class, software Is available for a varlet)
uf enrihrnent ativ dies. Additional features of t.omputers in !tide
keeping reurds of cah student's progress, program brant.hing to a.
..ommodate different.cs in student ability, and tc.. r designed pro
gram inputs in the form of additional content or questions.

Bct.ause txmputers at. &signed fur individual use, teachers t.an
Jeleo s*.iftw are to aLa.ummudate call student's skill level. This is ,
pet.ially helpful with student', who have skill defijent..ies, since it al
lows them to finally icu.ie nsirudion appnate to their kvels.
They can proceed in private and at their own pace. If the) make a
mistake, thc t.omputer wal tell them so they t.an t.urret.t It without
their tt ,..her or peers passing Judgment on them. Moreover, when
slowei students are plaed in front of the t.ornputer keyboard, they
feel they have some t.untrul over the situation and thereby t.an t.un
=trate on learning.
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Computer database programs are a%dilabk that students Lan use to
e:eate files on everything from personal rceord eolleetions to stabs
ties on their favorite sports stars. Students also Lan use these files
in mathernaties elasses to karn about the various is Statist!, S Lan

be used.
11;rhaps the ITIOst Lit,linc use of eomputers in the mathematies elass

room is hav ing students deveiup their own programs. E.en ekmcntary
students Lan ereate sinipk programs to devt.lop uNes of thc munting
numbers aad to nerform various operations on them. sueh as addition
by two, or multiplication by one, or nilie, or ten. Students Lan Ise
these programs to study tL.: effeets of odd 4, even numbers added
together or rnultipliee: ogether. or they Lan study examples of arith
metie %er.sa., geornetrie sequenees. Sceondary students Lan study the

eharaeteristies of exponential funetivris. ui dist-o'er the relationsinp
between linear, seeond order, and other ordered funetions, n diseener
the progression of values as a function approaches a limit.

Even with all that eomputers have to offer the matheniaties LLiss
room. teaehers should not forget the vermility of the hand heId Lai
eulatur. Caleulators are essentially mini nuerueomputers that offer
man) of the same benefit., as eomputers do. The fast of these Is per
forming time eonsuming ealeulations. thus freeing studenb to eon
eentrate on applications. proofs. patterns, generalizations. and
interpretations of rna,Nematical results.

Calculators also provide student a tool other than peneil and
paper to link mathematics learnc t. in ahool to other situations.
For example. students eould bc asked to aeeompany parents un i shop-

ping trip to the groeeiN store and use a e.uiator and a pad of paper
to Lep traek of how mueh the grueeries Lust how mueh is diseounted
due to eoupi...s. and how mueh sales tax is in% Aved. Students then
bring the store reecipt aling wIth the eakulatufs tally to class and
compare thc results.

In most elassrooms, there are alwa, s a few student.. ho have never

memoriad the multipheation tabks. With, .at sueh skills. students uf
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ten are destined to fail in mathematics for the rest of their lives. If
they are permitted to use hand-held cakulators, they Lan keep up with
their peers in more complex mathematiLal concepts, eb,ii through al
gebra and geometry.. This is not to say that these students shouldn't
Lontinue to practice sok ing arithmetic problems imoking such skills
with paper and pencil, but if they can experience success using a cal-
;:ulator, they are much more likely to continue to deNelop their mathe
matical skills and to overcome their arithmetic handi,:aps.

In short, the calculator and L,,.nputer make mathematics accessi
ble and understandable to student: ho might otherw Ise experienLe
tut haN e pre% iously experienLed) failure and frustration in mathemat

iLs. These tools allow students to apply mathematics in problem-
sok ing situations w ithout getting bogged dov,n in time-Lonsuming
Lomputations. Further, they are powerful tools with many uses in ad-
% anced mathematics through Lollege-le% el courses or on the job.
Mathematics teachers can no longer afford to ignore them.
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VM. Thou Shalt Teach Mental Computation,
Estimation, and Measurement

If students are expected to use mathematks to solve real problems
in their everyday lives, they must learn how to estimate and compute
mentally, without the use of paper and pencil or calculator. Many
situations in life call for quick computat:uns that are approximations
and don't have tobe exact. Examples of estimating and mental com-
putation include tipping at restaurants, stay ing w ithin a budget while
shopping for clothes, dividing the price ofa gas hl; ap among mem-
bers of a car pool, estimating sales tax, estimating .,.. number of gal-
lons of gas requi-cd to travel from one city to another, determining
the number of hours needed to complete a project, estimating the num-
ber of pages to complete a partially finished report, doubling or halving
a recipe, calculating the approximate cost of a banquet for a group
of people, and so on R:search has shown that development of esti-
mation and mental connutation skills improve computation skills us-
ing standard paper and pencil algorithms and also help to develop
higher-order thinking skills (Schoer and Zweng 1986).

Students learn to estimate through estimating. Research shows that
successful estimators use a variety of different techniques, and that
no single technique is superior to any other. Different situations re-
quire different strategies, and students need to experiment to discover
which techniques are most s.ifective for them. Students should be en-
muraged to use unconventional methods to estimate, as long as they
come up with reasonable answers.
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Classes can play games in W hich students .re giNen three seconds
to estimate an answer to a problem. The closest estimation is rewarded
with a point, or the first student to giNe an answer W ithin 5% of the
correct answer is re*Warded with a point. When Nk orking problems
at the chalkboard in front of the class, the teacher might ask for esti-
mated answers before working through the problem. The teacher
records the students estimates on the board and giNes credit to the
students with the closest approximation. Giving students timed tests
periodically pros ides them With practice in estimating and also al
lows them to evaluate their progress in estimating. These should prob
ably be informal tests without grades.

Students learn mental computation mostly thriugh practice. But they

also can profit from discussion of mental-computation techniques.
They can estimate an answer first and then modify the estimate to
accommodatc the difference between the actual numbers giN en in the

problem and the numb, used to pioduce the estimate. If giNen the
problem 398 + 255, the student can estimate the answer to be about
650, which is equal to 400 + 250. That also is equal to (398 + 2)
+ (255 5), which is equal to 398 + 255 3, so 398 + 255
= 650 + 3 = 653. Describing this process takes more time than
the mental computation itself w ould take, but it shows how doing a
mental computation is faster than using the standard addition al
goriihm. Teachers can go through this process of estimating and then
modifying the estimate orally to show students how other people com
pute mentally. But again, students will deNelop their U n, often un
corn entional, methods of mental computation, and this should be
encouraged. Students need many opportunities to discoNer methods
they feel comfortable With if they are to use them outside of the
classroom.

Estimation and mental computation skills gc bey ond the ability to
do arithmetic problems in one's head. Students also need to learn how
to estimate in order to real problems they encounter. Children
used tc learn to estimate dist.-nce and area by Working in the fields
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or in the woods; they learned to estimate amounts or quantities by
working in the stajles ;n the kitchen. Today,, childien's exposure
to concrete examples of using numbers to describe their world is very

limited, except perhaps for reading the price tags un things they want
to purchase.

To develop children's understanding of how mathematics is used
to describe the real world, teachers must pro ide them with mumple
opportunities to measure real objects and use these measurements in

meaningful computations. The simplest form of measurement is txunt-
ing Preschool and early elementary stuents should practice count-
ing everything they can get their hands un. Once they have mastered

counting, they should start measuring larger objects in terms of smaller
objects For example, students could measure desktop dimensions in
terms of paper clips, or use an old-fashioned balance scale to meas-
ure the mass of an apple in terms of dominoes. Let the students esti-
mate before actually measuring, ano help them realize that most
measurements are approximations.

As students develop some proficiency in measuring, they should
be introduced to both our American standard and the international
antrk systems of measurement and should learn to measure and es-
timate in both systems. In the increasingly interdependent interna-
tional marketplace, :itudents will need to be thoroughly familiar with
both systems in order to compare prices, read recipes, or even to or-
der parts for their cars.

By providing manipulatke actk ities that integrate measurement,
arithmetic, and problem sok ing, students will learn mathematics in
contexts of real-lifc tpplications. In fact, measurement can serve as
a un fying theme th.,ughout the elementary and secondary mathemat-
ics curriculum. After all, measurement is t'..e very reason mathemat-
ics was invented. Students should know something about the ancient
syc,tems of measurement and iae forms of mathematics that devel-
oped from them. With this historical perspective, students can un-
derstand how mathematics deeloped as a tool to solve real problems.
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IX. Thou Shalt Teach Probability and Statistics

In the Information Age in which we lie, measurement in the form
of probability and ,taustics is a perNasre influence. People are bar
raged with st.-.:istical laden communications tnery day in the form of
athertisemzn s, reports on crime rates and La lth risks, and cconom-
lc indices o; inflation and interest rates, to name a few. . International
studies of qualit, life or the status of education are all described
in statistical terms. Go% awl-lent agencies use '-ssiographic statistics
to allocate federal funds. Physicians use stat.Aks on potential health
risks to determine whether or not to aticise surgery. . Store managers
use statistics to analyze buy ing patterns from year to year. Statistics
are used to determine w hich intersections need traffic lights and how
t1y3se traffic lights should be timed.

Probability is the foundation for establishing insurance rates. Prob-
ability is used in safety campaigns to document the risks of dming
without using a seatbelt. The weather forecast eery day is reported
in terms of the probabiL, of rain, snow, or other weather phenomena.

Yet, despite all the media exposure to examples of statistics and
probability in daily life, many people still don't understand how to
interpret them. As a result of this lack of understanding, the public
is often deceied by athertiseis, special interest groups, and politi-
cians who use statistics in ways that are misleadinb Jr biased. Un-
derstanding statistics and piobability is essential fur making sense of
what is happening in the world. Therefore, all students from an early



age must learn basic statistical concepts and know how to use and
interpret them in real-life contexts.

At the elementary school level, students can learn to use bar graphs
and circle graphs_ Fur example, they can make graphs to depict charac-
teristics of members of their class (number of boys and girls, num-
ber of blue-eyed, brown-eyed, green-eyed students whose
birthdays fall in different months, etc.). They can ;mph the amcant
of rainfall by day or by month, or they can graph the rate of gro vth
of bean plants in a science classroom.

A popular way of understanding probability is repeated flipping of
coins, recording the results, and then analyzing the results to discover
just how likely it is that a flipped coin will come up heads. Students
might investigate w hether a coin is any more likely to come up heads
if the past five flips ha% e yielded only tails. More complex probabili-

ty tables can be de% eloped using dice or decks of cards. Students also
on begin to study correlations, say between foot size and height or
between outside temperature and the time of day.

Although formal statist...., operations are bey ond the capabilities
of most elementary students, they can begin to work with manipula-
ti vs to learn the concepts of awrage and median. By taking a string
53 centimeters long, placing it end-to-end with a string 41 centimeters
long, and then taking the w hole length and folding it in half, students
can find the averae. This acthity can be extended by adding more
lengths of string, fo:z:..6 them by the number of ler.gths, and figur-
ing the average Students can een plot how each of the original pieces
of string is different from the aerage, thus developing a ruuimen-
tary understanding of standard de% iation. Experiences like these can
lead into discussions about the use of the term "average in advertise-
ments or news stories, or claims that "three out of four doctors recom-
mend .," or what it means to say "one in every 3,000 children is
susceptible to . . . ," r "33% of American children are living below
the poverty level." 'Roe kinds of discussions are the beginning of
statistical literacy.

r
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In secondary school, students can be asked to bring in newspaper
clippings or advertisements containing statistical information and dis
cuss their interpretation of the statistics and their possible implica
nons. A. this level students can comprehend the concept of normal
curve (plotting the grades on a class test is a good way to present
this concept), and they will begin to get a sense of which kinds of
data will fall into a normal distribution and which will not. The Na
tional Council of Teachers of Mathematics 1981 Yearbook, Teach-
ing Statistics and Probabilit provides many suggestions for teaching
the use of statistics (also their misuse), as well as show ing applica
nons of statistics and probability in ir.surance rates, economicr,, in-
ventory control, weather prediction, medicine, politics, and even work
with subatomic particle physics.

As much as possible, students should icarn statistical concepts
through the firsthand expericInce of generating their own statistics.
Through such experiences, students will have to deal with such ques
lions as. What is the impact of the sample size? How do you detect
sample bias? HOA do you adjust for sample bias? What are the limits

for the curve of distnibution? How much allowance should you make
for chance error? How do you acs:eunt for pieces of data that don't
fit in with the rest? How w ill they affect your averages and distribu-
tion curves? How do you present your statistics in a way that pro-
vides in accurate and useful description of your data? By having
.tudents calculate their uv probabilities, they will learn to see through

common misconceptions about probability like. If there is a 50%
chance that a baby wird be born a girl, then in a family that has six
children, three or 50% will be girls.

Teaching statistics and probability through firsthand experiences
wil: prepare students to understand and interpret the vast array of
statistical data they encounter in day-to-day life.

,
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X. Thou Shalt Integrate the
Different Branches of Mathematics

Apersistent theme throughout this DecalogLic has been thc impor
tame of mathematics as a p.roblem soh ing tool for real situations in
stukluits' lives. As students progress in using their mathematics in real
situations (in contrast to the pre digested problems from a textbook),
they %, ill have to integrate skills and tmhniques from Jo, eral branches

ot iiathematics. For example, designing and constructing a tool shed
might require integration c f problem sok ing methods im oh ing ad
&ion, subtraction, diNision, multiplication, fractions, deumals, meas
urement, estimation, proportions, parallelism, perpendicularity, ,
calculation of the angles in triangles, and the use of area formulas.
Algebra will be used if there is need tu make the shed fit within spew&

dimensions and tAll provide maximum v olume for storage. Similar
ly, , w hen Audents study geography, , ewnomics, physics, chemistry, ,
astronomy, , architecture, engineering, and market analysis, they w ill
find it necessary to use statistics, probability, , and other more com
plex integrations of mathematics.

Mathematics teachers should 1-ontinuously po!..it out the many ways

the different branches of mathmatics can be combined tu solve prob
lems, eNen including some of the less typical ;:ranches of mathematics
like discrete mathematics, cak _dawns in different bases, set theory,,
imaginary numbers, multiple dimensions, spherical and hyperbolic
geometry, , topology, , fractals, sequences, and series, as well as mathe



matical systems designed for specific subject areas like acoustics, mu-

sic theory, and computer design.
Working with the diversity of mathematics fiejs makes the sub-

ject more interesting for students and teachers alike. And more im-
portant, i: gives students an awareness of the opportunities open to
them if they continue to study mathematics.

3 5
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Conclusion

The authors of this Decalugue for teat.ling mathematks have t.ast
it in the form of 10 commandments, whkh, if arried out, will over-
come the obstavles that have hampered learning mathemat.-s in the
pa..! and vy ill result in almost all students being sikt..essful. Although

the indhidual commandments have different emphases, we are t..on-
v inced that they apply whether teat..hing mathematks to young t..hil-
den or aduits. They are most applicable in grades one through six,
whLre the foundation uf mathematkal understanding is established.

We invite teavhers and administrators to take eat..hommandment
and recast it in the form of a question by substituting "Do we" for
"Thou shalt" aid thea use these questions to evaluate the teat..hing of
mathematics in the;I: s.hools. Responses tu the "Do we" questions t.ould
well serve as a way of determining a school's inservi.e necds for im-
proving the mathematics curriculum. Witl- help of a t.onsultant
and the use of such resources as the Ar. ,nletic Teacher and the
Mathernak.s Teudier along with yearbooks and other materials pub-
lished by the National Count..il of Teat..hers of Mathematks, a st..houl

staff can identify strategies and develop materials that will permit them
to answer "yes" to all the "Do we" questions.
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